
ECE 341 Fall 2020 
LAB:  Min H. Kao 329 

 

Note:  
 Only students with a mask are eligible to come to the lab session (feel free to wear gloves and a 

shield if you are interested). 

 During the lab session nobody can take off his/her mask even for one second. 

 Once you get into the lab you use the hand synthesizer before touching anything in the lab. 

 You keep the 6 ft distance with anybody in the lab. First one member works with the 

equipment, then he/she gets some distance from the equipment and lets the other member to 

work with the equipment. 

 If you have a question, call your instructor. 

 After you are done with the lab session, you use the disinfectant spray to clean the equipment 

and anywhere you touched in the lab. 

 

 

 

Section I, Spectrum Analyzer, Signal Generator 
Note: The video of this section is available on youtube. 

 

Objectives:  
 Become familiar with functions of the lab R.F. signal generator (RFSG).  

 Become familiar with functions of a modern spectrum analyzer (SA).  

 

Some background:  
 Power calculation:  

o Decibel representation (log of the ratio of the quantity to be represented, to another 

quantity): 



P(dB) 10log10
P(W )

1watt









 which is the same as



P(dB)  20log10
V 2

12volt









. 

o One representation adds “m” to mean “dB miliwatts”:



P(dBm) 10log10
P(mW )

1mW









. 

o On the SA, the frequency (horizontal) axis is specified by either the center frequency and 

span, or by the start and stop frequencies. 

o On the SA, the vertical axis can be linear or log (the default). The reference level is the 

value at the top of the screen, and the scale is given by the value per division (default: “10 

dB/” for 10 dB per division. 

o On the SA, “BW/Avg>Res BW” lets you set the resolution bandwidth, which is simply the 

width of the filter scanning the spectrum of the signal. 

o Also “BW/Avg>Res BW” provides viewing the average of the last N scans, which usually 

helps signal stand out from background noise. You specify N. 

o The main buttons we use on the SA are FREQUENCY, SPAN, AMPLITUDE, BW/AVG, 

SAVE, and MARKER. Numbers can be entered by the number pad or by the wheel. Once a 

number is put in, units can be chosen (right side of screen). 
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Precautions:  

 Be gentle to connectors. 

 The SA input is very sensitive and easily can be damaged. To be sure the cable has no 

charge before connecting it to the SA, connect the cable first to the source (to discharge 

the cable) and then to the SA.   
 

Start Up:  
 Turn on the RFSG and SA so that they warm up.  

 Be sure the RFSG has its RF set to OFF to begin, and while adjusting the output. Otherwise the 

wrong RFSG output could damage the SA. 

 Connect the RF OUTPUT port of the RFSG to the INPUT 50 port of SA with the 2ft, 50 

Agilent cable.  

 

Part A: sinusoidal signal  

(Each step is an action for you to take. Bold words in capitals are usually instrument buttons. The “>” 

is like “then; e.g. BW/Avg>RES BW>1kHz means the BW/Avg button, then the RES BW button, then 

put in 1 kHz.)  

 

 RFSG settings: 

o Amplitude:  -10 dBm (See “Some Background” above for meaning of dBm.) 

o Frequency: 1250 kHz (or 1.25 MHz) 

o RF: ON. (While settings were being made, the output was not actually on.) 

  

 SA settings:  

o PRESET: Notice that the initial screen horizontal (frequency) axis has center frequency 

1.5 GHz and Span 3 GHz, making the horizontal axis go from 0 to 3 GHz. Can you 

observe the desired 1250 KHz signal on the screen? Where should it appear on the 

screen with these settings?  

o  FREQUENCY>CENTER FREQUENCY> 1250 KHz.     Notice the peak is at 1250 

kHz!  

o  BW/Avg>RES BW> 1 kHz. Wait for one scan to finish. Why is the scan slow? (Hint: 

Res BW = 1 kHz means the scan is done in steps of 1 kHz, over the entire span.)  Why is the 

spectrum of the 1250 kHz much narrower than before? Which is more desirable? Which is 

correct? 

o SPAN>50 kHz This spreads out the spectrum and we can see how “wide” it is. 

o Position the signal peak so it and most of the entire curve can be seen well, as follows: 

                AMPLITUDE>REF LEVEL>select with knob (Reference Level is the value of  

                the spectrum at the top of the screen.) Bring the peak of the spectrum almost to the 

    top of the screen so we can measure how wide the spectrum is. 

o Define markers 1, 2, and 3 by repeated use of (Marker>SELECT 

MARKER>NORMAL). Select marker 1 and use the wheel to position it on the 

spectrum peak. Select marker 2 and put it 50 dB lower then the peak, on the left of the 

peak. Select the 3rd marker and put it 50 dB lower then the peak, on the right of the 

peak. We can call the difference in the two extreme frequencies the “50 dB bandwidth” 

of the spectrum we see. What is the value? Is it reasonable for a good sine wave at 1250 

kHz? (Ideally, of course, it should be zero, but there is always some width in spectra of 



real sine waves.) 

o Marker>More>Marker Table on   to get all data and graph on the screen. Check your 

frequencies and dB values. 

o Save the graph and data on the screen to a floppy disk. You can then use the lab 

computer to email the graph image to your group members. 

 Title the graph image file by the last names of your group members, separated 

by a comma: DISPLAY>TITLE>CHANGE TITLE> name1,name2. 

 Save the screen to the disk: FILE>SAVE>TYPE>SCREEN,   

FORMAT>BITMAP,   NAME>LAB1AW,   RETURN, DIR UP, SELECT 

A DRIVE, DIR SELECT,   SAVE NOW. 
o Now we check another characteristic of the sine wave’s spectrum. START FREQ> 1 

MHz, STOP FREQ 4 MHz. Looking at more of the spectrum, we see there are 

several smaller peaks at quite different frequencies from the frequency we set on the 

RFSG! Use markers to measure the frequencies of all peaks. (If the RFSG output is not 

a pure sine wave it is still periodic, and then in ECE 315-316 we learn that we have 

frequencies at the desired one and integer multiples of it. What frequencies do you 

have? 

o Get the marker table and save it to the disk as before; call the file LAB1AF. 

 

 

PART B: FM RADIO SIGNALS 

o Connect a suitable antenna to the 50 ohm input port of the SA with the 2 foot, 50 ohm Agilent 

cable. A minimal antenna is a short rigid wire on the ungrounded terminal of an adapter for 

BNC to banana jacks. 

o Set the SA to display 87.0 MHz to 108.5 MHz to show the full FM radio spectrum, 

o Place a marker at the peak of the strongest signal and read the value of the frequency shown on 

the screen. What is the frequency? 

o Find a second station, perhaps your favorite or a UTK station, and similarly measure its center 

frequency. 

o Save your graph to a floppy disk like you did in Part A, and email it to yourselves for your 

report. Title it LAB1B. 

 

Report  

Include the following in your report with pictures of the spectrum analyzer screen: 

 The RF generated sinusoidal signal with a center frequency of 1.25 MHz and an amplitude 

of -10dBm (Res BW = 1 MHz, Span = 162 MHz). 

 The RF generated sinusoidal signal with a center frequency of 1.25 MHz and an amplitude 

of -10dBm (Res BW = 1 KHz, Span = 162 MHz). 

 The RF generated sinusoidal signal with a center frequency of 1.25 MHz and an amplitude 

of -10dBm (Res BW = 1 KHz, Span = 50 KHz). 

 The RF generated sinusoidal signal with a center frequency of 1.25 MHz and an amplitude 

of -10dBm showing the 50 dB bandwidth with 3 markers. 

 The Marker Table demonstrating the harmonic frequencies for this signal. 

 The FM radio channels. 

 

 

  



Section II, double-stub impedance matching 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

        Cable means one of the Agilent 2-foot cables, which can carry signals up to 3 GHz. (Most cables will not 

satisfactorily carry frequencies as high as we are using.)  

GOAL – make the input impedance of a 50-ohm cable be 50 ohms, when the load on the other end is arbitrary; do 

this with two shorted stubs in parallel with the line, #1 at the load #2 at the line input. (This is “matching the load 

to the cable” so there are no reflections from the load.) Each group will be assigned a frequency at which they are 

to obtain the match. instead of one.)  

PRELIMINARIES –  

         Figure 1 shows  the complete overall matched system (load, cable, stubs). (With a match, the input 

impedance seen by the network analyzer (NA) would be 50 ohms, so in theory we could have another 50 ohm 

cable between the NA and stub and still have a match.)  

Figure 2 shows the system for measuring the impedance of the load (a 75 ohm terminator here).  

         Figure 3 shows the system for measuring the characteristics of the combination of cable, load and stub 1 

(i.e. the system without stub 2, but its base replaced by a P-J adapter to keep distances the same). 

In the figures “P” means plug, like the connector on the cable end.  

In the figures, “J” means jack, like the connector on the network analyzer inputs.  

           Impedances should be observed on the Smith chart on the NA. Markers should be used to show the exact 

frequency and impedance at points on a curve on the Smith chart. On all Smith charts the frequency range 

should be 300 MHz to 1 GHz. (When a marker is selected, you can type in the exact frequency where it should 

be, then choose units, or move the marker with the wheel.)  

          To reduce jitter in observing marker values, use averaging of  4 to 12 scans. Use the AVERAGE button. 

(Ask the lab instructor if necessary).  

 

 

(Stub 2 base) (Stub 1 base) 



  

V. REPORT  Use the general report format as in Lab 1. Here include at least the following content, 

with a brief explanation of what each screen SAVE shows. 

 

BACKGROUND: CABLE LENGTH, IN TERMS OF ELECTRICAL LENGTH  

        Now (unlike the single stub case) the two variables to be adjusted are stub lengths, and we have no 

problem using any cable length.  

        Since the problem is worked with distances measured in wavelengths, we should view the cable length as 

electrical length (number of wavelengths).  

NETWORK ANALYZER (NA) SETUP –  

        Use MEAS1, REFLECTION. Calibrate (CAL) for one-port measurements in the range 300 MHz to  

1 GHz.  Instruction on the screen will tell you to connect items in the small box. 

         For measurements, use FORMAT>Smith chart, and then use markers to determine exact values of 

frequency and impedance at points of interest on the curve. (A curve on the Smith chart, not a point, results 

because f is being varied.)  

SAVING SCREEN IMAGE TO FLOPPY DISK             Hard copy>Select copy port>File “GIF Internal 3.5         

Disk”>Select>Prior Menu>Define hardcopy>Graph and MKR TBL>Prior Menu>Start (This way we save the marker 

table; otherwise it is not saved with the rest of the screen.)  

I. LOAD IMPEDANCE   
        Connect the load directly to the NA (figure 2). Determine its impedance at the frequency chosen above, from 

a marker on the Smith chart. Note: it is NOT 75 ohms, meaning this frequency is too high for the terminator to 

behave right; however, it suits our needs for an arbitrary load. (Apparently the stray capacitance between the leads 

of the 75-ohm resistor has an impedance low enough to change the overall impedance.) Save the screen and 

marker values of impedance and frequency; see instructions for saving, above.  

II. CHOOSE LENGTH OF STUB 1.  

        You will be given a frequency at which your system should match. Set a marker on the Smith chart to that f. Using 

the setup in Fig. 3, adjust the length of stub 1 until the impedance on the Smith chart at the required f is on the special 

unit circle on the transparent sheet over the display; then the admittance (which the NA does not display) would be 

on the usual unit circle (e.g. the blue circle with point C in the book’s fig. 2-30.)  We do that because values on one of 

these circles are reciprocals of values on the other, since the circles are identical except for a 180 degree rotation.  Lock 

the stub at that length; it is set for matching.  

        Save the screen and marker values of impedance and frequency; see instructions for saving, above.  
 

III. CHOOSE LENGTH OF STUB 2.         Connect the overall system as in Fig. 1.        

        Adjust the length of stub 2 to get the marker as close as possible to 50 + j0 on the Smith chart,  
indicating you are close to a match.  

        “Fine tune” the matching by alternately adjusting stub lengths 1 and 2 very slightly to get the impedance at the 

required f very near 50 + j0, thus a match. You should achieve 50 within 0.5, and j0  

within j0.5. Note what the f and actual input impedance are. Lock both stub lengths.  

        Save the screen and marker values of impedance and frequency; see instructions on saving, above.  

IV. EVALUATE MATCH AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY. A match is theoretically obtained for only 

one frequency, so how does it behave at other frequencies around that one frequency?  

        Next evaluate the 3-dB bandwidth of the match, as follows.  

        Set the NA for FORMAT>MORE FORMAT>IMPEDANCE MAGNITUDE. Set the frequency range from 

about 0.8f0 to 1.2 f0, where f0 was the frequency for the match. Use a log scale (FORMAT>   etc.). Find the 3-dB 

bandwidth. (It will be the f-range between the two points on either side of the peak but 3 dB different from the 

peak.) You might want to readjust the f-range after seeing the curve. Save the screen and marker values of 

impedances and frequencies at the peak and two half-power points; see SAVING  instructions, above.  



 Smith chart from Part I, with the values of frequency and load impedance measured.  

 The Smith chart from Part II, with the values of frequency and load impedance measured.  

 The Smith chart from Part III, with the marker values of impedance and frequency showing the match.  

 The screen from Part IV, with marker values of impedances and frequencies at the two half-power  

points and the peak power.  

 

Report: Pictures of each parts above with explanations. 
 

 

 

  Section III, Single-stub Matching 
 

GOAL – to match an arbitrary impedance to a 50 ohm line, using a single shorted stub in parallel with 

the line. 

 

PRELIMINARIES- 

There is a problem in doing this lab; in the single stub matching method, one of the two adjustable 

variables is the cable length, but we are using a fixed cable. (This was not a problem in double stub 

matching because the two adjustable variables were both stub lengths. 

 

To circumvent this problem, each group will find certain frequencies (in Part 1) where single stub 

matching is possible with the length of cable being used. The lab instructor will tell you which of those 

frequencies to use in the rest of the lab.  

 

Figure 1 shows the complete system to be matched, by choice of an appropriate frequency and by 

adjusting the stub length. 

 

Figure 2 shows the system for measuring the impedance of the load alone.   

Figure 3 shows a desired step in which we measure the input impedance of cable and load, without a 

stub. The adapter marked P-J functions to give approximately the same spacing from stub to cable as the 

stub would when placed there. 

 

In the figures, “P” means a plug, like the connector on the cable end. The “J” means a jack, like the 

connector of the NA input.  

 

Impedances should be observed on the Smith chart on the NA. Markers should be used to read exact 

numbers from the Smith chart. (When a marker has been selected, you can type the exact frequency 

desired and the marker will go to that point; or you can move the marker with the wheel. The marker 

will show impedance at that frequency. Use the stub’s range of 200 MHz to 1 GHz on the chart and the 

NA will repeatedly and rapidly scan over that range, giving a curve on the Smith chart. Keep a marker 

set for the frequency your group is using (and the impedance for that frequency will be shown too), 

except in Part III where the frequency will be varied to assess bandwidth. 



 
 

BACKGROUND: CABLE ELECTRICAL LENGTH 

 

The usual single stub problem is to determine the cable length and stub length to achieve a match. 

However, here we have a fixed cable length (2 feet). Fortunately, what really counts in transmission line 

theory is the electrical length, or length in number of wavelengths. We can vary that by varying the 

frequency, and hence the wavelength! That is, we can find a frequency for which 2 feet is the correct 

length. Actually there will be several acceptable electrical lengths spaced by 



 /2, since impedance 

repeats every 



 /2. 

 

NETWORK ANALYZER (NA) SETUP 

 

Use MEAS1, REFLECTION. Calibrate for one-port measurements in the range 200 MHz to  

1 GHz.  Note: although we usually use admittances for stub matching calculations, the NA Smith chart 

always shows impedance; a transparency over your NA screen provides another circle to deal with this 

as explained in I. below. 

 

For measurements of impedance use FORMAT>Smith chart, and then use markers to determine the 

exact values of frequency and impedance at points of interest on the curve that results from repeatedly 

scanning a frequency range.  

  

I. CHOOSE A FREQUENCY- 

 

Connect the cable and load to the NA (figure 3) and choose one of the several frequencies for which the 

cable’s normalized admittance is on the usual Smith chart “unit circle” where normalized admittance = 



1 jb , or the normalized impedance (which the NA shows) is on the extra circle on the transparency 



taped on the NA screen. (The two circles are identical but 180 degrees apart, making points on one the 

reciprocals of points on the other. ) Observe the frequency and corresponding impedance of interest 

using a marker on the Smith chart.  

 

Save the Smith chart screen; see Part V. 

 

II. MEASURE THE LOAD IMPEDANCE- 

 

Connect the load directly to the NA, figure 2. Determine its impedance using a marker on the Smith 

chart at your frequency. Note: it is NOT 75 ohms as it says, because the frequency is high enough to 

make the stray capacitance between its leads change the impedance significantly. 

 

Save the Smith chart screen; see Part V. 

 

III. ACHIEVE A MATCH WITH THE COMPLETE SYSTEM- 

 

Connect the complete system, figure 1. 

 

Adjust the stub length to get the marker for your frequency as close as possible to 50 + j0 on the Smith 

chart, indicating you are close to a match. An exact match might not be achieved because of uncertainties 

in lengths in the system.  

 

Next fine-tune to compensate for uncertainties. Adjust the f (by moving the marker), then the stub length, 

both slightly and repeatedly to get very near 50 + j0. You should get to 



(50 0.5) j(0 0.5) or better. 

 

Note what the frequency and actual impedance are. Save the Smith chart screen; see Part V. 

 

        Continued -- 

 

IV. EVALUATE MATCH ACHIEVED, AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY- 

 

The match was approximately achieved, for one frequency. Next evaluate the 20-dB bandwidth of the 

match to see how well the match works at nearby frequencies. 

Set the frequency range from about 0.8 f0 to 1.2 f0, where f0 is your frequency where match was achieved. 

Use a log scale. The 20-dB bandwidth will be the frequency band where the reflection coefficient is 

below -20 dB. 

 

Save the screen; see Part V. 

 

V. SAVING THE SCREEN 

 

Hard Copy>Select copy port>File “GIF Internal 3.5 Disk”>Select>Prior Menu>Define 

Hardcopy>Graph and MKR TBL>Prior Menu>Start. This way the marker table values are saved too. 

 

  



Report 
 

 Smith chart from Part I, with a marker showing your frequency and the corresponding impedance.  

 The Smith chart from Part II, with a marker showing your frequency and the corresponding 

impedance.  

 The Smith chart from Part III, with a marker showing your frequency and the corresponding 

impedance 

 The frequency response in Part IV, with two markers showing the two 3-dB points and their 

frequencies. 

 

 

 

 




